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INTRODUCTION
Driftwood plays an important role in coastal ecosystems but, in large accumulations, can have negative impacts and pose hazards to navigation, infrastructure and communities (Murphy et al. 2021). The ability to accurately predict the fate and transport of coastal driftwood is central to informing sustainable management practices. However, there is a paucity of numerical modelling studies focused on driftwood transport in coastal waters (Murphy et al. 2021). Models developed for rivers (e.g. Ruiz-Villanueva et al. 2014) lack consideration of processes affecting driftwood transport and accumulation in coastal environments, such as wind waves. Murphy et al. (2020) conducted experiments in a 50-m by 30-m wave basin, wherein model driftwood was released and tracked within a 1/30 scale physical model of a sandy beach system with various coastal structures (Fig. 1). The tests revealed that several factors influence the mobility of coastal driftwood exposed to waves, beaching and washoff processes in particular.

Figure 1 - 1/30 scale physical model at the National Research Council Canada’s laboratories in Ontario.

METHODOLOGY
A Lagrangian-Eulerian model was developed in Matlab to simulate driftwood transport in a nearshore environment by waves and wave-driven circulation (Fig. 2). The Lagrangian driftwood transport model was driven by hydrodynamic output from a two-dimensional (Eulerian) XBeach coastal wave model, set up to replicate the Murphy et al. (2020) wave basin experiments at full (prototype) scale. The XBeach model was run in non-hydrostatic mode, and was calibrated and validated using sea states and current speeds observed in the scale physical model. The Lagrangian model incorporated a novel parameterization of driftwood beaching and washoff processes, adapted from a force balance model for woody debris entrainment in rivers (Braudrick & Grant 2000). This improves on heuristic approaches commonly applied in marine plastic debris models, which do not capture the physics of debris-shore interactions. Model skill was assessed by comparing simulated results to observed patterns of driftwood mobility and accumulation.

Figure 2 - Snapshot showing output from the Eulerian (XBeach)-Lagrangian(Matlab) driftwood model.

RESULTS AND FUTURE DIRECTION
The results confirmed the important influence of beaching and washoff processes on alongshore driftwood mobility in nearshore areas. The model skill assessment identified needs for improved parameterization of physical processes. The model will provide insight to factors influencing the accumulation of coastal driftwood, and guide potential management solutions, including incorporation of driftwood in nature-based solutions.
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